CHAPTER 1
HOW IT ALL BEGAN

SOHO AND LASCO recovery 1998
Approximately 18 months after SOHO began transmitting, on June 24, 1998,
SOHO went through a series of events that caused it to lose Sun pointing on
June 25. The spacecraft started spinning around the solar vector sufficiently
fast that it flipped to place the angular momentum vector with the highest
moment of inertia pointing towards the Sun.

26 June 1998. At 01:16 Paris time on 25 June 1998 (23:16 GMT 24
June), during routine maintenance operations, ground controllers
lost contact with the SOHO (Solar and Heliosopheric Observatory)
spacecraft and the satellite went into Emergency Sun
Reacquisition (ESR) mode. The ESR mode is activated when an
anomaly occurs and the spacecraft loses its orientation towards the
Sun. When this happens, the spacecraft automatically tries to point
itself towards the Sun again by firing its attitude control thrusters
under the guidance of an onboard Sun sensor.
Efforts to re-establish nominal operations did not succeed and
telemetry was lost. Subsequent attempts using the full NASA Deep
Space Network capabilities have so far been unsuccessful.
ESA and NASA engineers are continuing with the task of re-establishing
contact with the spacecraft
The full story as related by the navy military site at http://lascowww.nrl.navy.mil/recovery.html
Unfortunately, this meant that the solar arrays (and instruments) were
pointed almost 90 degrees away from the Sun so that no power was
being generated! This lack of power combined with the pointing change
meant that no communication with the spacecraft was possible.
For the next several months, all we could do was wait. The spacecraft
orbits around the Sun just like Earth. Eventually, the spacecraft's solar
arrays would be pointed at the Sun. Contact with the spacecraft was
made on July 23, 1998 by bouncing a signal off the spacecraft by the
Arecibo and NASA/Deep Space Network RADAR. This confirmed the
orbital position and the spacecraft spin rate, giving a tremendous
emotional lift to the recovery team after having absolutely no contact
with the spacecraft for a month. This information confirmed the results

of detailed analyses that the spacecraft was spinning at about 1 RPM
and in such a way that the solar arrays would be pointed at the Sun for
a maximum of 30 seconds each spin period.
Then on August 3, a very short carrier signal from the spacecraft was
received by the DSN, while 5 days later a short burst of telemetry was
received. The telemetry allowed us to see our temperatures. LASCO
temperatures were indicating that the instrument was colder than -50C,
which was the lowest limit that could be read out by our thermometer, a
thermistor. An analysis by the thermal engineers showed that the
LASCO was actually between -80 to -120C. The CCD cameras were at
the colder end of this range.
So a whole month without feedback - We continue:

On September 16, 1998, SOHO reacquired the Sun in a very dramatic
fashion. The time-line of the steps for the reacquisition procedure was put
onto the web, allowing the whole world to feel the excitement. The steps were
completed without a hitch. The ESTEC, MATRA, and NASA engineers did a
great job. The LASCO optical and electronics boxes (COB and LEB) came out
of the deep freeze that they were in and soaked at the nominal operating
temperatures for several weeks.

We started the LASCO/EIT instrument recovery at about 1500 UT on
October 13, 1998. The progress of the instrument recovery can be
followed on the Reacquisition Status page and detailed status reports.

So OK, the spacecraft ran into a spot of space debris problem…or did it? On
the day it “disappeared” we witnessed an unusual image capture, since
dubbed THE ORCA by the millennium group www.tmgnow,com

The above image was the last captured by the LASCO C3 instrument before it
went “off the air” for over one month.
Full details of this scenario may be read at:
http://www.tmgnow.com/repository/solar/orca.html in an interesting article by
the millennium group entitled – Probable New Solar System members.
Excerpt from above;
The LASCO C3 photo shown above was the very last image before the
SOHO/LASCO satellite experienced a 90-day shut down. We are now
more confident than ever that the interruption in service of the
SOHO/LASCO satellite was done on purpose by the US
military/intelligence community to prevent the public from seeing any
more of the "Orca", or the other new members of our inner Solar System.
We also have reason to believe that the DIA, NSC, and/or NSA are
working independent of any congressional or administrative authority. In
other words the rogue spooks are now running the store; i.e. "...be
damned the Senate Intelligence Committee...we know what's best..." And
just so we don't appear to be too naive we should quickly add "So what's
new?"

In late1995 the comet Hale Bop was “discovered” and announced to the
world, not long after in 1996, a fierce debate erupted over as to whether Hale
Bopp had a “companion”. This is highly relevant to the issue at hand and will
be discussed in the next section. For now, please store this fact in your mind
while we continue.
Upon the SOHO instruments coming back on line in 1998, a few anomalous
images began to be observed on the SOHO C2 images, and for want of a

better description were called “towers”. An article called Unexplained Solar
Anomaly covers these events extremely well at.
http://www.tmgnow.com/repository/solar/anomaly.html
Excerpt.

We simply call it the *Tower*. At the same time we began seeing
the Tower, in early October 1998 the gray blocks that you can see
in all four corners of the C2. They appear to have been placed
there so as to cover up the Tower. You will also notice that only
the "tip" of the Tower appears to be showing. To myself, it
appears to be long and cylindrical and as if it were a "tube" that
had been sliced off at an angle. You will also notice that there
appears to be another shorter tower next to it. In a five megabyte
movie that we have (too large for the page), relatively small bright
pixels can be seen coming from the left border of the image and
going toward and down in to the tower.

These incidences thus began an intriguing and on going search as to what
could be occurring around the sun, in turn affecting our complete solar
system. It was not long after this time that the Solar Cruisers or Plasma
carriers as we have termed them began to be observed, captured as “planet”
lime images materialising around the sun. But as we work through the diverse
data and information, we will see that these anomalies are in fact a form of
“man-made” objects, origins unknown, or are they?

HALE BOPP

Let is return to the scenario of Hale Bopp, as mentioned previously many
offered the concept there was a companion as the Millennium group
wrotehttp://www.tmgnow.com/repository/solar/June98.html an article referring
to THE SIMILARITIES BETWEENHALE BOPP/THE COMPANION/SOHO J1.
It was obvious from the observations of the solar images that something had
arrived with Hale Bopp, but what?
We also mentioned in our earlier work at Ambilac that an extra member of our
solar system would be joining us in the near future- see Our new planet,
Comet Lee and 2012 at http://ambilac-uk.tripod.com/cometlee2012 and it was

events leading up to that infamous September 1999 date where the
STARGATE anomaly was observed, that led us into the scenario we now find
ourselves in.
More on the STARGATE in subsequent chapters.
We also listed a number of highly relevant points in that 1999 Ambilac Comet
Lee article, of which a few are listed here;
7.Why it is essential for the tomb (under the plateau) to be opened by
the 21st September of this year (1999) prior to the full effects of Comet
Lee.
8. What lies under the Plateau; for what purpose is the equipment
being used and why it may no longer function after the 21st September
1999.
11. Are we going to have a new neighbour, the sun giving birth on the
21st December 2012?
12. A satellite pyramid of the pyramid of Khufu will be the centre point
for the complete Giza alignment on 21st December 2012, at 22.18
hours (local Cairo time), where the earth. Sun, Mercury and Venus will
be completely aligned.
A further discussion on the possible companion of Hale Bop reared again with
JPL saying this was a possibility–see the article Hale-Bopp Comet May
Have A Satellite By Robert Roy Britt Senior Science Writer
http://www.space.com/scienceastronomy/solarsystem/hale_bopp_991123.html

Thus armed with this knowledge we continue with the initial observations of
the Solar Cruisers.

THE SOLAR CRUISERS

The original term coined for these solar anomalies was referenced by
Elizabeth Edwards of iwonderproductions and of course has been used to
describe these anomalies ever since. We at Ambilac have also referred to
them as Plasma carriers, but no matter what the term, they have certainly
caused a global stir.
So what actually are we referring to when we mention Solar Cruisers?
Basically, they appear as elongated “planet like” objects, which materialise
(there is no other word to describe their appearance, as that is what they domaterialise and de-materialise) around the outer area of the sun, as captured
in the SOHO images. There is no definitive way of knowing whether they are
within near vicinity of sun, or appearing to be within proximity due to the
camera imaging. However, in every case where there is a sighting of these
cruisers, a large Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) is often observed during the
presence of or not long after the visit of the cruiser. This begs the question
whether the cruiser is causing the CME’s or if it is utilising the effects by
harnessing the energy, or, both. This is discussed in detail in later sections of
the work.
The phenomena was initially observed on May 3rd 1998 on the LASCO C3
satellite and for a rundown of initial comments and observations go to The
Anomalous Sun Cruiser at;
http://members.aol.com/phikent/orbit/solar_anomalies4.html
Included in the above is a comment from Dr Tom Van Flandern

Sorry, I don't know what the funny-looking object is. It is probably an
object in the instrument, perhaps a calibration marker. It is not
something in the sky. If it were, the IAU astronomers would have
mentioned it and sent out notice to astronomers all over the world to get
more observations. The funny object is at least an order of magnitude too
large to be Saturn, provided everything in the photo is part of the same
image and to the same scale. Dr. Tom Van Flandern

The above typical image was captured from the C3 satellite on September 9th
2002 at 18:42 Zulu (GMT)
Below is a close up – notice the “Eagle” shape.

A more recent image appeared on the C2 satellite on December 16th 2002 –
observed at 12 o’clock high.

An extremely useful and highly illustrated overview of the above phenomena
may be accessed at the SUN CRUISER DEMO at;
http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/cruiser_demo.html A number of related
anomalies are included and we will be discussing these in turn.
Naturally NASA (Never A Straight Answer) possess their own interpretation
on this phenomena and it goes something like this:
Explanation from SOHO team as to the “funny saucer” objects
The "funny-looking spheroid" is a typical response of the SOHO
LASCO coronagraph CCD detector to an object (planet or bright star)
of small angular extent but so bright that it saturates the CCD camera
so that "bleeding" occurs along pixel rows. There is a bright horizontal
streak on either side of the image, because the charge leaks easier
along the direction in which the CCD image is read out by the
associated electronics

And - The LASCO and EIT CCD cameras include "anti-bleed"
electronics which limit the pixel bleeding around bright sources to less
than the full row (and usually no adjacent rows). In the case of a
marginally too-bright object, the pixel bleeding will be only a few pixels
in either direction along the fast readout direction. Thus, the "flying
saucer" images
A few of the LASCO images that have appeared on the
"extraterrestrial" Web sites show much larger and brighter, but still
saucer-like features. These images are in fact obtained with the
instrument door closed, but with an incorrectly long exposure. The big
"saucers" result from massive pixel bleeding along every row of the
detector containing part of the image of the "opal," or small diffusing
lens, in the instrument door, that is used for obtaining calibration data.
If your correspondents still prefer to believe that the pixel-bled images
of planets or bright stars are something else, ask them why the
extended part of the "saucers" (i.e., the pixel bleeding) always occurs
in the same direction relative to the image --- even when the spacecraft
is rolled relative to its normal orientation relative to the Sun.

A number of people have commented that what we are seeing are actually
stars or planets, rather than anything EXTRAordinary. Well, we can certainly
wipe out the planet theory, as often we observe our own solar system inner
planets (mercury and mars) crossing in front of the sun and captured by
SOHO. The crossing procedure often takes approximately 5 – 7 days and one
can follow this process live as it were. In addition, the solar cruisers often
appear for short durations while the planets are crossing and one can see and
compare the marked differences. Also, one important point that many
overlook is the fact that the planets are constantly observed 24 hours a day
while they cross in front or behind the sun, while the cruisers seem to
materialise and de-materialise at will often for only a maximum of 40 minutes
or so. The appearance of the cruisers often “coincides” with massive Coronal
Mass Ejection (CME) observations. This same concept may be applied to the
background star field.
For a discussion on the above with accompanied illustrations go to
http://www.cyberspaceorbit.com/cruiser_demo.html

“FIRST SIGHTINGS”
The initial interest of these cruisers began in 1998 and below is a captured
image from C3 satellite in May 1998, where the cruiser nay be observed at 9
o’clock,

Here is a close up courtesy of Jose Garrido

And from an even more detailed close up by Jose we have this silhouette.

It is the above images that were to be seen from that point onwards and which
provoked much global discussion.

The year 1999 was a watershed in the on-going serious research and
observations of the solar anomalies, as we will see in the next chapter THE
STARGATE. However, prior to this we began observing a few unusual
changes in the cruisers which have been gaining complexities ever since.
On July 21st at 12:30 Z the C2 this captured image was observed

You will notice the blanked out portion at 1 o’clock, which has been a regular
feature whenever anything “interesting” occurs, and the two anomalies at 12
o’clock and about 9 o’clock – A and B respectively,

A close up of one of the above anomalies

Even more closer

The observer will notice a subtle change in the shape of the cruiser, this could
be for several reasons either there is some form of energy discharge, as we
shall see on later images, or perhaps this is a different type/class of cruiser.
The above image enhancements are courtesy of Jose Garrido and the 1999
images may be seen at;
http://ovnis.esoterica.pt/princip/SOHO/OMelhor/1999.htm

Now that we have a basic understanding of what we are watching for and how
these images may be observed, we no progress onto one of the most talked

about solar anomalies that occurred in September 1999, that of the
STARGATE.

CHAPTER 2 THE STARGATE.
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CHAPTER 2
THE STARGATE

On the 2nd of September 1999 at 17:42 a most intriguing image was captured
on the C3 satellite, an event that was to be known as The Stargate.

We mentioned in our work at Ambilac that we would be witnessing some form
of event around this time, in actual fact we calculated the date to be around
September 21st as an extract from the article we wrote in 1999 testifies.

The date of September 21st 1999, was not one pulled out of a hat at
random, when we first brought that date to the fore front (over a year
ago), we were well aware that on that date an irreversible, non

preventable series of events would begin to unfold. And for anyone
who may just waking up these began on Sept.22, 1999.
Once we had successfully decoded Genesis, the only unknown was
what would trigger the series of events leading up to the date of
Universal expansion (21st December 2012). Enter Comet Lee!!!----and
bang on schedule. Comet Lee was highly instrumental in triggering the
Suns birth of our newest planet. That planet is presently forming very
close to the Sun, in an orbit slightly offset of the inner planets
Comet Lee and 2012 - http://ambilac-uk.tripod.com/cometlee2012
At ambilac we also commented that the stargate event may have energised
and instigated certain subterranean events below the Giza Plateau. We also
discussed this scenario in one of our articles that seemed to disappear of the
Internet but backed up at the UK site in an article called THE FINAL
COUNTDOWN – December 1999
In August 1999, we witnessed the last solar eclipse of this century, and in
certain countries a number of anomalous objects were observed It was
thought at the time that Comet Lee had fragmented while on its trip
around the sun, however, the important fact is that with the appearance
of Comet Lee, Electro magnetic activity increased, as did the solar flare
activity.
In addition, prior to the eclipse, in May, an intriguing CROP
FORMATION was seen in UK representing the very same event that was
witnessed on the 11th August. Someone somewhere was trying to tell us
something?
Notice the small circular object between the two larger circles
Image courtesy of http://www.thenoiseroom.com/1999/16499bishops.htm

This anomaly was also captured during the solar eclipse

Looks familiar?
The anomalies that actually occurred during the solar eclipse may be tracked
at the ORBIT site in particular at
http://members.aol.com/phikent/orbit/orbitback46.html

In addition to these events, and often in tandem with high HAARP
activity, and anomalous RADAR RINGS have been observed, mainly
encircling military installations in North America.
Since that date we have been experiencing many anomalous atmospheric
events, severe weather, many EARTHQUAKES on or near ancient sacred
sites, FIREBALLS and unexplained lights in the skies. Not to mention the
increased sightings of Unidentified flying objects.
Not only have these phenomena been witnessed on a global scale, but
recorded on MAGNETOMETER and SEISMOMETER charts at varying
locations. As we explained in the Crystal Clear article, these fireballs and
unusual lights in the sky are possibly the reaction to and association of the
residual effects of inter-dimensional activity.

We have discussed in part the issue of Comet Lee previously and an
overview of the scenario may be read at the cometary page of the Millennium
group at http://www.tmgnow.com/repository/cometary/cometary.html
So exactly what was this event? Much has been debated on this subject and
we will go through the data in brief utilising as many graphic illustrations as
possible.

As explained in the introduction, there are many associated data sites one
can reference and check when unusual solar activity is observed. Such was
the case when the Stargate event occurred, such as the magnetometer
reading for that day, and unusual HAARP activity (High Frequency Active
Auroral Research Program). HAARP to the uninitiated is a scientific research
facility, located in a remote part of Alaska and is a joint Navy and Air Force
project. Basically the facility is used to study the earth's Ionosphere, (the
electrically charged belt surrounding our planet's upper atmosphere).
However H.A.A.R.P. is said to be a controversial high frequency radio
transmitter, and is cause for much recent debate. For an interesting
information site on the subject check out;
http://www.haarp.com/whahaarp.html#summary while the official website can
be accessed at http://www.haarp.alaska.edu/

For GOES information on the magnetometer chart for that period see the
chart below. Notice the unusual peak some time after the Stargate event,
taking into consideration there an average delay of approximately 24-36 hours
before effects are felt or recorded on earth. Interactive feed of this chart may
be seen in the theatre presentation folder – referenced Stargate magno chart.
Or at the following website - http://cbjd.net/orbit/radar/9-23strike.html

A complete readout of the charts

Many of the data sets soon after the Stargate event either crashed out from
the Internet or were taken off for some reason.
Elaine Lucas of http://www.marsearthconnection.com/ carried out some very
good enhancements of the anomaly, of which can be seen below. For the
complete set, please link to http://cbjd.net/orbit/sun/tubsol.html

The discussion of the time was that this event might have triggered an entry
into the “Hall of Records” below the Giza Plateau in Cairo. Interestingly the
GOES satellite image for part of North Africa and Egypt in particular was
missing for the days following this event.

E-mail comment
EMAIL, 9/26/99 7:54:10 AM Pacific Daylight Time: We had a very
bizarre electrical Storm yesterday in Perth-Fremantle around sunset from 5.30pm to about 8.00pm - with the sky turning dark red-black and
multiple lightning strikes along the same path erupting all over town at
the same time. Some vertical, some horizontal, multiple zaps up to 10 per
go erupted simultaneously at many different centres. The horizontal ones
crossed huge lengths of the sky many times going back and forth and then
- almost as an afterthought zapped an extra feeler out to hit the Darling
Ranges to our east. Clouds glowed with aerial plasmas - it was crazy,
dangerous, exotic, overbearing, & very spiritual. The entire scene was
like the scene in Ghostbusters when the "Devil" returned through the
New York"Gate". Only minor thunder noise but boy was the air heavy.
Never seen anything like it - totally un-forecast by weather bureau.
Everyone is talking about it.
Even the LASCO C2 image for the 24th seemed to have been affected

E-mail comment on above event
EMAIL, 9/24/99 1:01:26 PM Pacific Daylight Time: Check out this frame
from the C2 image movie this morning... It looks as though something may
have caused a plasma arc from the two streamers on the left in the image to
something unseen in the image frame.

Shockwave graph capture from Frank Condon

9/23/99 1:00:38 AM Pacific Daylight Time
I've got another capture for the latest Interplanetary Shockwave to arrive
at Earth caused by a recent CME from the Sun. There was a 8 nT pulse
that NOAA recorded, too. It shows up on the captured output from the
Fluxgate Magnetometer.
For additional data on the above link to the following captures
http://www.geo-seismic-labs.org/GSL/SEP99/22nd/990922GSLANO.GIF
http://www.geo-seismic-labs.org/GSL/SEP99/22nd/990922GSLMAG.GIF
http://www.geo-seismic-labs.org/GSL/SEP99/21st/990921GSLFLA.GIF
While a graph animation of the event may be seen at
http://cbjd.net/orbit/radar/9-23strike.html

A short time later on October 10th the military began a joint major exercise in
the Cairo area, involving more than 50,000 members of the armed forces from
11 nations.
The following day Cairo suffered a major earthquake
Oct. 11, 1999; 6:53 p.m. EDT
CAIRO, Egypt –– A 5.2-magnitude earthquake shook Egypt's capital
Monday night, said an official at an observatory outside of Cairo.
This is Frank Condon’s comment on the quake.
I just completed the analysis for the M4.4 earthquake that was
epic entered in Egypt. Interesting results so far....
It seems that it perfectly coincided with a large ULF signal burst
along with a Class 'C' Solar Flare and a 3 nT shift on the fluxgate
Magnetometer as recorded here in Southern California. The
maximum point of the Solar Flare Event #1910 was at 2039 UT
(reported by NOAA) is within one minute of the Seismic event in
Egypt (Reported by USGS). I placed on my website two new GIFs
that show the relationships between the different measurements
and the most current official US Government data available over
the Internet.

I observed that there was an approximate 40-minute precursor
signal burst containing a series of harmonics starting at 0.011 Hz
before the event. My conclusion is, "there were too many
synchronous measurements for this to be a just a coincidence."

This is the first earthquake that I've so far observed that was most
likely triggered off by a solar event. Frank Condon
During this period many reports came in of unusual weather and
sightings of streaks and fireballs in the sky.
Comment of the day:
FROM Colombia to India, Turkey to Taiwan, Mexico, and
now California, 1999 has been the year of the earthquake.
More than 20,000 people have died in six serious
earthquakes this year, with many thousands more left
injured and homeless
Wales, UK also suffered unusual earthquakes.
Monday, October 25, 1999 Published at 22:57 GMT 23:57 UK
Scientists investigate earth tremor
An earthquake struck mid Wales on Monday night, prompting dozens
of people to telephone the emergency services.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/wales/485532.stm

November started with an extremely tragic air disaster, and one which
was to bring much investigation and debate surrounding the mysterious
circumstances – that of Egypt Air 990
217 feared dead in Egypt Air crash
An Egypt Air plane with 217 people on board crashed at sea early
Sunday off the island of Nantucket, Massachusetts, en route from
New York to Cairo, Egypt. The U.S. Coast Guard said one body
was recovered from the water and all those on board are feared
dead.
http://www.cnn.com/US/9910/31/missing.plane.02/index.html
An interesting set of data was captured at the time
This graph was recorded Sunday morning from 00:01 until 3:30 AM
EST. An unusual amount of electromagnetic pulse activity was detected
starting at 00:18 hours. The pulses were very active around the time
period of 01:20 EST or 06:20 UTC. This recording was synchronized with
the Bureau of Time Standards, WWV, to within plus or minus 5
milliseconds. The Elfrad equipment indicated normal readings after 07:12
EST. Charlie Plyler Elfrad Group

This was followed by a surprise meteor shower
On November 11, 1999 Earth will pass close to the orbit of newly
discovered Comet LINEAR C/1999J3. The result could be a new
meteor shower -- the Lineads.

It was also a time of discussion of the possible scenario of several
incoming asteroid activity. They were even given names
Titanic" - Will supposedly impact in Siberia, with a 90% probability of impact
given.
"Bismarck" - Is targeted for central Manitoba. 30% probability given because
of the flat trajectory of the object (70% chance it will "bounce" off the
atmosphere).
"Monitor" - Will fall in the East Atlantic, just off the North-western Coast of
Africa
More on the above may be read at
http://members.aol.com/phikent/orbit/orbitback57.html
C3 satellite image also picked up our friend the Sol cruiser once again, see
below, while unusual and anomalous radar rings around Washington DC and
military sites were recorded by FLASH radar.

Events seem to come to a head on November 12th with the massive quake in
Turkey, full data and graphs at http://www.elfrad.com/Quake/Qinfo11.htm
Large fireballs were observed prior to the quake and sea heated up.
While LASCO C3 and C2 were pulled offline until 11/12 20:13 UT, and on the
15th Hubble Space Telescope failure halts science work
CAPE CANAVERAL (Reuters) - NASA's Hubble Space Telescope
suffered a
system failure over the weekend that will leave it unable to transmit
any pictures to Earth until the next, much-delayed, space shuttle
mission, the space agency said on Monday

A few more solar anomalies during November

COMETS AND TORPEDOES
A number of new comets were discovered at this time and on the BBC
science news section on Monday, 29 November 1999, 16:06 GMT the title of
this article appeared
Government prepares for space impact
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/uk_politics/541376.stm
The UK government is to establish a panel of experts to advise on the
risk of the Earth being hit by an asteroid or comet.
Comets or Torpedoes heading for the sun?

Prior to the year 2000 and so called “millennium” ands Y2K frolics, many
anomalous fireball and sky sightings were reported.
On December 4th the solar cruiser anomaly returned and the following image
was enhanced by one Colonel Ervin and placed on Orbit site at
http://members.aol.com/phikent/orbit/orbitback62.html

HAARP activity was also busy, while Alaska suffered an earthquake:
PRELIMINARY MAGNITUDE 6.9, OCCURRED AT 1413 AST ON
DEC 6, OR 1513 PST ON DEC 6, OR 2313 UTC ON DEC 6. THE
EARTHQUAKE WAS LOCATED 310 MILES SW OF ANCHORAGE,
AK. OR 65 MILES SW OF KODIAK, AK. AT 57.4N, 154.3W
We now read about the unusual and tragic deaths of the many astronomers at
the French Observatory The Plateau de Bure
http://members.aol.com/phikent/orbit/orbitback62.html
Plus - http://iram.fr/ARN/jan00_spec/jan00_spec.html Helicopter accident on the
Plateau de Bure
All observations with the interferometer have been suspended. *** The
telescopes are moved only to avoid sun and wind damage.
Note: A radio interferometer is one of best instruments to observe small
dark objects like comet cores or asteroids! The Plateau de Bure
Observatory is one of the world's largest

On December 12th we observe this on C2 at 12:54

On December 17th we started to observe the clear cut case of attempted airbrush and blackout techniques on images – see 2342 and 0042 C3
The cruiser appears in 23:42 at 7 o’clock and is blanked out on the next
available frame at 00:42
Link for overview to http://members.aol.com/phikent/orbit/orbitback64.html
Dec 23 see 23:18
Emailed received
EMAIL, 12/25/99 1:44:12 PM Pacific Standard Time: Here's another
interesting item: for two weeks the Nasa SOHO site had a notice that it
would shut down December 24, 1999 at 00:00 for software upgrades. Not
only did it not shut down Xmas Eve, its up and running today, Christmas
day. Is somebody worried about something that its manned through the
Holiday?

Also, link to http://cbjd.net/orbit/sun/bizaesun.gif for an amazing C2 display

While on Dec 27 SC returns at 0518 – notice white anomaly at approx 5
o’clock

CHAPTER 3 >>>>

